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Recently introduced high-efficiency SPECT cameras have demon-

strated the ability to reduce radiation exposure to patients un-

dergoing myocardial perfusion imaging studies, especially when

combined with stress-only imaging protocols. To date there have
been no relevant studies examining the reduced occupational

radiation exposure to medical staff. We sought to determine

whether changes in stress myocardial perfusion imaging protocols
and camera technology can reduce the occupational radiation

exposure to the staff of a nuclear cardiology laboratory. Methods:
Monthly radiation dosimeter readings from 4 nuclear technologists,

4 nurses, and 2 administrative employees were analyzed from two
12-mo periods: October 2007–September 2008 (period 1), before

the use of high-efficiency SPECT, and October 2010–September

2011 (period 2), after high-efficiency SPECT was introduced. The

average monthly dose equivalent in millirems (1 mrem 5 0.01 mSv)
was recorded from personal dosimeters worn on laboratory coats.

The total activity of 99mTc used per month, mean 99mTc adminis-

tered activity per patient, average number of patients per month,
patient time spent in the laboratory, and proportion of stress-only

studies were determined. Results: There were 3,539 patients in

period 1 and 3,898 in period 2. An approximately 40% reduction

in the dose equivalent across all staff members occurred during this
time (216.9 and 216.2 mrem for nuclear technologists and nurses,

respectively; P , 0.0001). During period 2, the total activity of 99mTc

used per month decreased (10,746 vs. 7,174 mCi [1 mCi5 37 MBq],

P , 0.0001), as did the mean 99mTc administered activity per
patient (36.5 vs. 23.8 mCi, P , 0.0001). The percentage of

patients having stress-only imaging increased (35% vs. 56%, P

, 0.0001), and the total patient time spent in the laboratory
decreased. Radiation dose equivalent levels were reduced in

period 2 to 1%–7% of the allowed annual occupational dose

equivalent. The combination of the use of high-efficiency SPECT

technology and stress-only protocols resulted in a 34.7% reduc-
tion in mean total 99mTc administered activity between time peri-

ods, with camera technology being responsible for 39.2% of the

reduction and stress-only protocols for 60.8%. Conclusion: A

combination of high-efficiency SPECT technology and selective
use of stress-only protocols significantly reduces the occupa-

tional radiation dose equivalent to the staff of a nuclear cardiol-

ogy laboratory.
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Radiation exposure to patients from diagnostic imaging has
recently been a prominent topic in the cardiac imaging literature

(1), and myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) has been suggested

as one of the larger contributors to a patient’s cumulative radiation

exposure (2). Much recent effort has been directed toward reduc-

ing exposure to the patient (3); however, little attention has been

paid to exposure of the medical staff to radiation. There is scant

literature on medical staff exposure and even less on methods to

reduce this exposure. Sound practice and regulatory agencies re-

quire keeping the radiation exposure to workers as low as reason-

ably achievable.
Recently introduced high-efficiency cadmium zinc telluride

(CZT) SPECT camera systems, and iterative reconstruction with

depth-dependent resolution recovery (so-called half-time imaging)

used with conventional SPECT cameras, have been shown to

reduce administered patient isotope activity during MPI (4–8).

The Discovery NM 530c (GE Healthcare) high-efficiency cardiac

camera, which is based on multipinhole design and an array of

CZT pixilated detectors with optimized acquisition geometry and

reconstruction software (9), shows great promise at reducing ra-

diation exposure to medical staff during MPI studies.
A stress-only imaging protocol can decrease the length of the

test, both for the patients and for the laboratory, and results in

a lower radiation dose to the patient and the medical staff. A

stress-only study can be completed, processed, and read in less

than 90 min as opposed to the traditional 3–5 h. The radiation dose

can be decreased by 30%–60% depending on the dose used for

stress imaging (10,11). A normal SPECT MPI study is defined as

a negative electrocardiographic response with adequate exercise or

vasodilator stress, the absence of stress perfusion defects, and

normal left ventricular function. With normal stress images, rest

images provide no additional prognostic or diagnostic value and

eliminating the rest images becomes possible. The benign prog-

nosis of normal results from a stress-only study has now been con-

firmed in more than 10,000 patients and appears to be no different

from that of normal results from a rest–stress study (10–12).
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We sought to determine how these 2 methods of reducing
radiation exposure to patients would affect radiation exposure to
the medical staff in a nuclear cardiology laboratory. To our
knowledge, no studies have examined the effect of new SPECT
camera technology and new stress protocols on occupational
radiation exposure to medical staff. We chose to examine the
radiation exposure to nurses, nuclear technologists, and adminis-
trative staff from 2 periods, before and after the implementation of
these changes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design

In a study protocol approved by the Mount Sinai Institutional
Review Board, monthly radiation dosimeter readings from full-time

employees (4 nuclear technologists, 4 nurses, and 2 administrative

employees) were analyzed from two 12-mo periods. Signed informed

consent was obtained from all employees who participated in this

study. The same employees worked during both periods, performing

identical jobs and serving as their own comparators. The first period

was from October 2007 through September 2008, which was before

the use of the new high-efficiency SPECT cameras and before more

frequent use of stress-only protocols. During this period, 3 conven-

tional SPECT cameras were in use. The second period was from

October 2010 through September 2011, when high-efficiency SPECT

cameras were used and stress-only imaging protocols were more

frequent. During this period, 2 high-efficiency SPECT cameras were

preferentially used for patients, with a single conventional SPECT

camera reserved for patients who could not be positioned in the

smaller high-efficiency camera. Monthly measures of radiation dose

equivalent to the medical staff were collected from personal

dosimeters (badges) worn on laboratory coats.
In our noninvasive cardiology laboratory, registered nurses are

responsible for taking the patient’s history, performing the physical

examination, and obtaining informed consent before beginning the

study. Nurses also place intravenous catheters and supervise the stress

and recovery portions of the test. Nuclear technologists are responsi-

ble for preparing and administering both rest and stress isotope

doses as well as performing and processing rest and stress imaging

studies. Technologists are present in the stress room during the es-

sential part of the stress test and for the initial part of the recovery

period to ensure patient stability after isotope injection. These tech-

nologists worked only in the noninvasive cardiology laboratory and

spent no time in general nuclear medicine. The administrative

employees function as receptionists and schedulers at the front desk,

which is part of the waiting area, and have no direct patient care

responsibilities.
For all patients, demographic and stress test variables were pro-

spectively collected in the nuclear cardiology database at the time of

stress testing. The total activity of 99mTc and 201Tl used per month,

mean dose per patient, average number of patients per month, patient

time spent in the laboratory, and proportion of stress-only studies were

determined. Total patient time in the laboratory was calculated by

allotting 60 min for a rest-only study, 90 min for a stress-only study,

3.5 h for a rest–stress study, and 4 h for a stress–rest study.

Personal Dosimeters

Radiation badges (Luxel1; Landauer) were worn by all laboratory
personnel on laboratory coats and were positioned on the front of the

trunk, between the neck and the waist. Adherence to noninvasive

laboratory policy regarding mandatory use of personal dosimeters is

enforced by the laboratory supervisor. These radiation badges have the

sensitivity to measure as low as 1 mrem (1 mrem 5 0.01 mSv). The

deep-dose equivalent is generally considered a measure of the mean

whole-body dose equivalent from an external source of ionizing ra-

diation. This value is the dose equivalent at a tissue depth of 1 cm. On

the basis of the manufacturer’s specifications, this value is equal to

the total effective dose equivalent because it is a measure of the

whole-body exposure. The shallow-dose equivalent is the external

dose to the skin of the whole body or extremities from an external

source of ionizing radiation. This value is the dose equivalent at

a tissue depth of 0.007 cm averaged over an area of 1 cm2. The

lens-dose equivalent is the dose equivalent to the lens of the eye from

an external source of ionizing radiation. This value is the dose equiv-

alent at a tissue depth of 0.3 cm.

Imaging and Stress Protocols

A standard imaging protocol as endorsed by the American Society
of Nuclear Cardiology was used for all patients (13). A rest–stress or

stress-first imaging sequence was applied using 99mTc-sestamibi. If

stress-first images demonstrated normal perfusion and normal left

ventricular function, rest imaging was not performed. A stress-

redistribution imaging sequence was applied using 201Tl. Redistribu-

tion images were not obtained if stress perfusion and left ventricular

function were normal. If stress imaging showed abnormal results, then

a clinical decision was made to manage the patient medically, perform

subsequent rest or redistribution imaging, or refer the patient for

cardiac catheterization. 201Tl use in period 2 was based mostly on
99mTc shortages but was chosen specifically in selected patients for

myocardial viability detection.
Gated SPECT imaging was performed using 1 of 2 SPECT

cameras. The first was a high-efficiency camera (Discovery NM

530c; GE Healthcare) with a multiple-pinhole collimator that had 19

stationary CZT detectors simultaneously imaging 19 cardiac views

without detector or collimator motion. Images were reconstructed

using a penalized maximum-likelihood iterative method. The second

was a conventional dual-head camera (Vertex Plus; Philips/ADAC

Laboratories) with a Vertex general-purpose collimator. Images were

obtained using stop-and-shoot acquisition with 64 stops, a 180� arc

from right anterior oblique to left anterior oblique, a 64 · 64 · 16

matrix, and iterative reconstruction. Image acquisition began 30–

60 min after tracer injection for 99mTc and 10 min after injection

for 201Tl. Post-stress images were gated at rest. Left ventricular ejec-

tion fraction was determined using commercial software (QGS;

Cedars-Sinai).
99mTc was obtained from a technetium generator (99Mo), and 201Tl

doses were obtained as unit doses from a local radiopharmacy. The

administered radionuclide activity was weight-adjusted and was

dependant on the protocol performed. For the conventional SPECT

camera in period 1, the standard 1-d rest–stress 99mTc protocol used

a rest dose of 8–13 mCi (1 mCi 5 37 MBq) based on 4 weight groups

(#56.0 kg, 56.4–74.6 kg, 75.0–93.3 kg, and .93.3 kg) and a stress

dose of 25–38 mCi based on the same weight groups. The stress-only
99mTc protocol used a low dose of 12.5–15 mCi if the weight was 56.0

kg or less and a high dose of 25–38 mCi based on 3 weight groups

(#74.6 kg, 75.0–93.3 kg, and .93.3 kg). The standard 1-d stress-

redistribution 201Tl protocol used 3.5–4.5 mCi based on 4 weight

groups (#56.0 kg, 56.4–74.6 kg, 75.0–93.3 kg, and .93.3 kg). For

the CZT SPECT camera in period 2, the standard 1-d rest–stress 99mTc

protocol used a rest dose of 5–10 mCi based on 3 weight groups

(,74.6 kg, 74.6–93.3 kg, and .93.3 kg) and a stress dose of 15–30

mCi based on the same weight groups. If needed, the rest dose for

a 1-d stress-rest 99mTc protocol was 15–30 mCi based on 3 weight

groups (,74.6 kg, 74.6–93.3 kg, and .93.3 kg) whereas the rest dose

for a 2-d stress–rest 99mTc protocol was 10–25 mCi based on the same

weight groups. For the standard 1-d stress-redistribution 201Tl proto-

col, the dose was 2.5–3.5 mCi based on 3 weight groups (,56.0 kg,

56.0–74.6 kg, and .74.6 kg).
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Attenuation reduction using prone in addition to supine stress

imaging was applied for the high-efficiency SPECT camera, and
attenuation correction with a 153Gd line source (Vantage Pro; Philips/

ADAC) was applied for the conventional SPECT camera. These tech-
niques were applied routinely for all studies performed with the re-

spective camera systems.
Standard exercise and pharmacologic protocols as endorsed by the

American Society of Nuclear Cardiology were used (14). Exercise
testing was performed according to the Bruce or modified Bruce pro-

tocol, with heart rate, blood pressure, and 12-lead electrocardiogram
recorded before, during, and after exercise. Exercise was terminated

when limiting cardiac symptoms occurred or when there was a greater
than 2-mm horizontal or downsloping ST segment depression 80 ms

after the J-point over at least 3 consecutive beats.
All pharmacologic stressors except regadenoson were given using

weight-based protocols with an upper dose limit of 136 kg; patients
exceeding the upper limit received a dose based on a weight of

136 kg. Adenosine was administered as a 6-min infusion at 140 mg/
kg/min, which could be reduced to 110 mg/kg/min if severe symptoms

or hemodynamic effects were encountered. Dipyridamole was infused

over 4 min at a dose of 0.56 mg/kg. Regadenoson was administered as
a 0.4 mg/5 mL bolus followed by a 5-mL saline flush. The dobut-

amine protocol consisted of an initial infusion of 5 mg/kg/min,
increasing incrementally every 3 min to 40 mg/kg/min to achieve

a target heart rate of more than 85% of predicted maximal.

Statistics

Continuous variables are presented as mean 6 SD. Comparisons

among continuous variables were done using 2-tailed t tests (paired
and unpaired), and x2 tests were used to compare categoric variables.

A P value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.
Average monthly deep-, shallow-, and lens-dose equivalents were

calculated for each of the groups—nurses, nuclear technologists, and
administrative staff—and a 2-tailed paired t test was used to compare

means. Statistical analysis was performed using Instat 3.1 (GraphPad).

RESULTS

Demographics

The characteristics of the patients undergoing SPECT MPI
during the 2 periods are presented in Table 1. There were a total of
3,539 patients in period 1 and 3,898 in period 2 who underwent
stress MPI in the noninvasive cardiology laboratory. The average
age was 64 y, and men represented a slight majority. Although
weight and body mass index did not change significantly between
periods, more 201Tl was used in period 2 and the proportion of
pharmacologic stress procedures increased. Most notably, the av-
erage total 99mTc administered activity decreased (change of 12.7
mCi, or 34.8%; P , 0.0001), and the proportion of patients un-
dergoing a stress-only protocol increased (34.5% vs 55.5%, P ,
0.0001).

Personal Dosimeter Data

There was an approximately 40% reduction in monthly
recorded radiation dose equivalent across all staff members
between period 1 and period 2 (Table 2). The average monthly
deep-dose equivalent in the nurse group and nuclear technologist
group decreased by just under 40%, whereas the lens-dose and
shallow-dose equivalents decreased by just over 40%. The radia-
tion dose equivalent of the administrative staff, although low to
begin with, also showed a decrease of 20%–40%.
The annual dose equivalents were calculated and are presented

in Table 3. The occupational limit for deep-dose equivalent is 5
rems (5,000 mrem), and the nurses and technologists averaged
between 490 and 530 mrem annually in period 1 and between
290 and 330 mrem in period 2. The period 2 values represent
6% of the acceptable annual total. The annual limit for lens-dose
equivalent is 15 rems (15,000 mrem), and the nurses and technol-
ogists averaged between 500 and 550 mrem annually in period 1
and between 290 and 330 mrem in period 2. The period 2 values

TABLE 1
Demographics, Administered Activity, and MPI Characteristics During the 2 Periods

Characteristic Period 1 (before) (n 5 3,539) Period 2 (after) (n 5 3,898) P

Age (y) 63.4 6 13.5 63.6 6 12.7 0.51

Sex (n) ,0.0001

Male 1,777 (50.2%) 2,164 (55.5%)
Female 1,762 (49.8%) 1,734 (44.5%)

Weight (kg) 81.1 6 21.5 81.3 6 20.7 0.71
Body mass index (kg/m2) 28.5 6 7.2 28.5 6 7.4 .0.99

Isotope (n) ,0.0001
99mTc 3,530 (99.7%) 3,615 (92.7%)
201Tl 9 (0.3%) 283 (7.3%)

99mTc activity (mCi)
Stress dose 29.3 6 5.9 19.6 6 7.0 ,0.0001
Rest dose 11.3 6 4.1 9.5 6 6.9 ,0.0001

Total dose 36.5 6 10.0 23.8 6 10.6 ,0.0001
201Tl activity (mCi), total dose 3.8 6 0.34 2.7 6 0.34 ,0.0001

Protocol (n)
Full study 2,301 (65.0%) 1,724 (44.2%) ,0.0001
Stress only 1,222 (34.5%) 2,163 (55.5%) ,0.0001

Rest only 16 (0.5%) 11 (0.3%) 0.31

Stressor (n) ,0.0001
Exercise 1,706 (48.2%) 1,618 (41.5%)
Pharmacologic 1,833 (51.8%) 2,280 (58.5%)

Full study includes both rest–stress and stress–rest protocols of 1- or 2-d duration.
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represent 2% of the acceptable annual total. The annual limit for
shallow-dose equivalent is 50 rems (50,000 mrem), and the nurses
and technologists averaged between 490 and 560 mrem annually
in period 1 and between 290 and 330 mrem in period 2. The period
2 values represent 0.7% of the acceptable annual total.

Confounders

Potential confounding variables that would affect the total
activity or the length of exposure to the activity include the
number of patients imaged in the laboratory, the amount of 99mTc
used, the percentage of 201Tl studies, the proportion of stress-only
studies, and the amount of time the patients spent in the laboratory
(Table 4). In period 2, the total activity of 99mTc used per month
and the mean 99mTc administered activity per patient decreased,
and more patients had stress-only imaging, which would be
expected to result in a lower radiation exposure to staff. Also,

the number of 201Tl tests increased in period 2, with expected
lower exposure to the laboratory staff. However, the number of
patients studied per month increased in period 2 and there was
no significant difference in the total patient time spent in the
laboratory (a total of 49,737.5 6 4,570.9 min vs. 47,127.5 6
5,144.1 min, P 5 0.19).

Patient Dose Reduction

Because the dose administered to patients is so strongly related
to the radiation exposure of the medical staff, we explored the
degree of reduction in the average administered 99mTc activity that
was attributable to the introduction of high-efficiency SPECT
camera technology versus the use of stress-only protocols (Tables
5 and 6). By comparing mean patient doses from periods 1 and 2,
we calculated a reduction of 9.6 mCi of total activity (28.8%)
due to the change from conventional SPECT to high-efficiency

TABLE 2
Average Radiation Exposure by Staff Position in Millirems Based on 12 Months of Monthly Readings

Parameter Period 1 (before) Period 2 (after) Change P

Average monthly deep-dose equivalent
Nurse 40.6 6 11.1 24.5 6 7.1 216.2 (239.8%) ,0.0001
Technologist 44.0 6 11.4 27.1 6 7.7 216.9 (238.4%) ,0.0001

Administrative 3.6 6 2.0 2.3 6 1.5 21.4 (237.7%) 0.002

Deep-dose equivalent per 1,000 patients
Nurse 139.1 6 18.0 75.1 6 8.1 264.1 (246.1%) ,0.0001
Technologist 149.6 6 19.7 87.0 6 14.7 262.5 (241.8%) ,0.0001

Administrative 12.4 6 5.8 7.0 6 2.2 25.4 (243.5%) 0.014

Average monthly shallow-dose equivalent
Nurse 40.9 6 13.0 24.2 6 7.1 216.5 (240.6%) ,0.0001

Technologist 46.3 6 12.7 26.9 6 7.5 219.4 (241.9%) ,0.0001
Administrative 3.6 6 1.8 2.9 6 1.7 20.77 (221.3%) 0.04

Shallow-dose equivalent per 1,000 patients
Nurse 139.3 6 17.5 74.1 6 8.5 265.2 (246.8%) ,0.0001

Technologist 157.3 6 24.9 83.8 6 9.5 273.5 (246.7%) ,0.0001

Administrative 13.4 6 4.2 9.7 6 3.2 23.7 (227.4%) 0.04
Average monthly lens-dose equivalent

Nurse 41.5 6 11.2 24.5 6 7.1 217.0 (241.0%) ,0.0001

Technologist 46.2 6 11.5 27.1 6 7.6 219.1 (241.3%) ,0.0001

Administrative 3.9 6 2.0 2.5 6 1.5 21.4 (236.0%) 0.001
Lens-dose equivalent per 1,000 patients

Nurse 142.0 6 18.3 75.1 6 8.1 267.0 (247.1%) ,0.0001

Technologist 157.1 6 20.4 84.6 6 9.8 272.5 (246.1%) ,0.0001

Administrative 13.7 6 5.2 8.8 6 2.8 25.0 (236.1%) 0.019

TABLE 3
Mean Annual Radiation Exposure by Staff Position in Millirems with Percentage of Annual Occupational Exposure Limits

Parameter Annual limit Period 1 (before) Period 2 (after)

Deep-dose equivalent 5,000
Nurse 490.8 (9.8%) 294.0 (5.9%)

Technologist 528.0 (10.6%) 334.8 (6.7%)
Administrative 43.2 (0.9%) 27.6 (0.6%)

Shallow-dose equivalent 50,000
Nurse 490.8 (1.0%) 290.4 (0.6%)

Technologist 555.6 (1.1%) 331.2 (0.7%)

Administrative 43.2 (0.09%) 34.8 (0.07%)
Lens-dose equivalent 15,000

Nurse 500.4 (3.3%) 294 (2.0%)

Technologist 554.4 (3.7%) 334.8 (2.2%)

Administrative 46.8 (0.3%) 30.0 (0.2%)
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SPECT. By comparing the difference in average total patient dose
between stress-only and full (rest–stress) studies from both peri-
ods, we found a 14.9-mCi reduction in administered activity
(40.7%) due to the use of a stress-only protocol. The combination
of these 2 interventions resulted in a 34.7% reduction in mean
patient total 99mTc administered activity between periods, with
camera technology being responsible for 39.2% of the reduction
and stress-only protocols for 60.8%. The effect of varying degrees
of incorporation of stress-only protocols and high-efficiency cam-
era technology on potential dose reduction of a standard (14)
10-mCi/30-mCi rest–stress protocol can be seen in Figure 1. The
average 201Tl administered activity also decreased from 3.8
to 2.7 mCi between periods 1 and 2. However, because of the pro-
portionally small number of 201Tl studies, the change in staff ra-
diation exposure was considered negligible for the purpose of this
study.

DISCUSSION

Despite recent attention to the exposure of patients to radiation
from medical imaging (15,16), there is little published literature
on the exposure of medical staff to radiation in a noninvasive
cardiology laboratory. Previous studies have examined the inci-
dence of cancers in health care workers with occupational radia-
tion exposure or in their offspring (17,18), as well as measuring
short-term exposure to staff performing studies with various iso-
topes (19,20). None of these studies assessed changes in study
protocols beyond attention to shielding as a way to reduce expo-
sure. Our study demonstrated a decrease in radiation dose equiv-
alent to nuclear cardiology personnel achieved by a combination
of dose reduction and use of stress-only imaging. Also, it appears
that exposure to administrative personnel and to the patients in the
waiting area is negligible.
A 40% reduction in staff dose equivalent was seen between the

2 periods and was achieved by a 35% reduction in the average
99mTc patient administered activity and a 60% increase in the
proportion of stress-only studies. Of the confounding factors that
changed between the 2 periods, these factors played the largest

role in reducing radiation exposure and even outweighed an
increase in patient volume. Despite several attempts at statistical
modeling, more than 75% of the variability in radiation exposure

could not be attributed to individual effects, because of confound-

ing variables present in both periods that could not be untangled.

The decrease in administered activity was made possible by the

adoption of new technology (high-efficiency SPECT), and the in-

crease in stress-only studies was made possible by the adoption of

new imaging protocols. High-efficiency SPECT cameras allowed

for lower administered patient doses and shorter imaging times

(less time for staff to be exposed). Previous work with high-effi-

ciency SPECT has demonstrated the feasibility of even lower

administered doses (6) as well as even shorter imaging times

(21). Stress-only protocols were the other contributor to the re-

duction in patient doses and decreased patient time spent in the

lab. Stress-first imaging is more labor-intensive, as it requires

appropriate patient selection and then review of images immedi-

ately after stress imaging to determine the need for rest images.

Some form of attenuation correction, 153Gd line source, CT, or

prone imaging is necessary to increase the proportion of normal

stress images to an acceptable level. Because this study repre-

sented real-world changes in our noninvasive laboratory, unfortu-

nately both these variables (the adoption of new high-efficiency

SPECT cameras and a greater use of stress-only protocols)

changed between the 2 periods, making the determination of their

individual contributions to staff exposure reduction problematic

because of confounding. The relative merits of each of these

changes to reducing staff exposure when applied individually to

other laboratories are not definitively quantified but will still be

due to reducing patient isotope doses, eliminating rest doses,

shortening imaging time, and reducing the time patients spend

in the noninvasive laboratory.
Changes in study protocol and administered activity between

the periods in the current study resulted in reduced radiation

exposure to the patient as well. We saw a 35% reduction in

radiation exposure to the patient based on the mean total 99mTc

administered activity (36.5 vs. 23.8 mCi). The American Society

TABLE 4
Potential Confounding Variables That Would Affect Staff Radiation Exposure

Parameter Period 1 (before) Period 2 (after) Change P

Total 99mTc used (mCi) 10,745.9 6 1,008.2 7,174.2 6 760.0 23,571.7 6 1,040.8 (233.2%) ,0.0001
Mean 99mTc dose (mCi) 36.5 6 0.66 23.8 6 1.2 212.7 6 1.3 (234.7%) ,0.0001

No. of patients 295 6 26 325 6 31 29.9 6 34.5 (10.1%) 0.01

Patient time (min) 49,737.5 6 4,570.9 47,127.5 6 5,144.1 22,610.0 6 6,497.2 (25.2%) 0.19

Percentage stress-only 35.0% 6 3.8% 55.9% 6 4.1% 220.9% 6 6.2% (59.6%) ,0.0001

Data are average monthly values.

TABLE 5
Decrease in 99mTc Doses in Millicuries Based on SPECT Camera Technology and Use of Stress-Only Protocol Calculated

from 2 Periods (Conventional and CZT SPECT Cameras) and 2 Protocols (Full Study and Stress-Only)

Period 1 (before) Period 2 (after)

Study Stress dose Rest dose Total dose Stress dose Rest dose Total dose

Full 30.9 6 3.5 11.3 6 4.1 42.2 6 5.1 21.9 6 5.8 9.5 6 6.9 31.5 6 8.9

Stress-only 26.2 6 7.9 0 26.2 6 7.9 17.8 6 7.4 0 17.8 6 7.4
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of Nuclear Cardiology has set a goal of no more than a 9-mSv

patient exposure in 50% of studies by 2014 (22). The implemen-
tation of one or both of these new techniques, stress-only imaging
or high-efficiency SPECT camera technology, should be adequate
to achieve this goal (Fig. 1). The largest reduction in radiation
exposure to the patient was achievable through the use of stress-
only imaging (41%), with a smaller degree of reduction achievable
with high-efficiency SPECT cameras (29%). Adopting a stress-
first approach to imaging is a particularly feasible option for all
laboratories, as the expected frequency of normal stress studies
using appropriateness criteria for the performance of MPI exceeds
50% (21) and the proportion of normal studies in the large pub-
lished nuclear cardiology cohorts reaches up to 70% (23,24). Al-
though purchasing new camera technology may not be feasible for
all because of its cost, new half-time imaging software for tradi-
tional NaI cameras has also been shown to decrease administered
activity. New software technology using iterative image recon-
struction with resolution recovery improves count statistics and
suppresses noise by correctly accounting for formerly suppressed
counts (25). All major SPECT camera manufacturers offer ad-
vanced image reconstruction software: Philips (Astonish), GE
Healthcare (Evolution), Siemens (Flash3D), Digirad (nSPEED),
and a third-party company (UltraSPECT) (26). These algorithms
have been validated and revealed the ability for at least half-time

acquisition or halved administered doses without the loss of image
quality or diagnostic utility (27–29).
The study was limited by the single-site clinical experience and

the small number of staff members sampled. However, the large
number of patient studies performed during this time should
reduce the variability in the staff exposure. Although the study was
not randomized or masked, the noninvasive laboratory staff was
the same during the 2 periods and the preparation of doses,
administration of doses during stress testing, and performance of
stress tests did not change between the 2 periods. Although the
imaging times changed with introduction of the high-efficiency
SPECT cameras, the technologists were still required to directly
observe patients (for motion) during imaging and the room sizes
and shielding in the camera rooms did not change between the
periods. The medical staff in the noninvasive laboratory is
expected to wear their radiation badges on their lab coats at all
times during work hours as terms of their employment; how-
ever, compliance was not independently verified during the study
period. The effect of any month-to-month variations in the
time that personnel actually spent in the noninvasive laboratory
(due, for example, to sick days and vacations) was pre-
sumably minimized or eliminated altogether by use of data from
a whole year. Because the study reflects real-world experience in
which 2 variables were changing at the same time (new camera
technology and greater use of stress-only imaging), determination
of the individual contribution of each of these variables to the
overall reduction in staff exposure is, unfortunately, problematic.
During period 2, a few patients were imaged with a conventional
SPECT camera because of patient comorbidities such as morbid
obesity or physical handicaps that prevented them from being
positioned properly in the smaller high-efficiency camera. This
continued minimal use of conventional SPECT during period 2
likely caused an underestimation of the radiation exposure
reduction due to high-efficiency SPECT. Also during period 2,
a few patients were imaged with 201Tl because of 99mTc shortages,
and 201Tl differs from 99mTc in exposure characteristics to the
patient (greater effective dose) and staff (less exposure). We felt
that the small number of patients imaged with 201Tl would be
negligible compared with the contribution of the greater number
of 99mTc-imaged patients. The radiation exposure contribution of
153Gd line sources used for attenuation correction during period 1
but not period 2 was not controlled for in the analysis but is
expected to be low (an effective dose of 0.001–0.01 mSv to the
patient) (30).

CONCLUSION

A combination of selective use of stress-only protocols and
high-efficiency SPECT technology significantly reduced the
occupational radiation dose equivalent to the staff of a nuclear
cardiology laboratory. The average administered isotope dose
could be significantly reduced as a result of the lower doses
needed with the CZT camera, and the need for a rest injection was
avoided by using a stress-only protocol.
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TABLE 6
Decrease in 99mTc Doses in Millicuries Based on SPECT
Camera Technology and Use of Stress-Only Protocol

Change due to. . . Stress dose Rest dose Total dose

Camera type 28.7 21.8 29.6

Stress-only study 24.4 210.4 214.9

FIGURE 1. Possible reduction in total patient dose based on tra-

ditional 10-mCi/30-mCi rest–stress 99mTc protocol with variable use
of stress-only protocols and high-efficiency SPECT camera tech-

nology. Data are based on the following equation: adjusted dose 5
40 mCi · (1 2 %use of stress only · 0.407) · (1 2 %use of CZT
SPECT · 0.288), where 40.7% is the reduction obtainable from

100% stress-only use and 28.8% is the reduction obtainable from

100% CZT SPECT use, calculated from Tables 5 and 6.
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